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Abstract

In this work we propose the use of partially super-
vised fuzzy clustering to create a two-level index-
ing structure useful for enabling efficient shape re-
trieval. Similar shapes are grouped by a fuzzy clus-
tering algorithm that embeds a partial supervision
mechanism exploiting domain knowledge expressed
in terms of a set of labeled shapes. After cluster-
ing, a set of prototypes representative of shape clus-
ters is derived and used as indexing mechanism for
retrieval. A shape query is matched against pro-
totypes, instead of the whole shape database, and
then shapes belonging to clusters for which proto-
type similarity is higher are returned. Experimen-
tal results obtained on two different datasets are
presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

Keywords: Shape retrieval, fuzzy clustering,
partially-supervised clustering.

1. Introduction

Shape similarity and retrieval are very important
topics in computer vision. The recent progress in
this domain has been mostly driven by designing
smart shape descriptors for providing good simi-
larity measures between pairs of shapes. A large
variety of shape descriptor methods and related
matching criteria have been proposed in litera-
ture. Broadly speaking, these can be divided into
region-based and contour-based methods. The first
methods exploit only shape boundary information
such as Fourier descriptors, moments analysis, scale
space analysis. In region-based methods, shape
representation is obtained by exploiting all pixels
within a shape region. These methods use moment
descriptors such as geometric moments, Legendre
moments, Zernike moments and pseudo Zernike mo-
ments. Accordingly to the different shape descrip-
tors, several matching algorithms have been devel-
oped [17], [2]. Nearly all of these approaches are
based on computing pairwise shape similarity mea-
sure. However, with large databases, it is not prac-
tical to sequentially compare each object against the
query. A large number of unnecessary comparisons
is performed since only a small number of objects is
likely to match the query.

To avoid expensive comparison, in this work we
use a two-level index structure by considering the
existing shapes as forming different clusters accord-
ing to their similarity. Each cluster is represented
by a prototype, hence the index structure includes
a prototype layer and a shape layer. The prototype
layer acts as a filter that reduces the search space
quickly, discriminating the objects. In this way a
database of shapes is organized so as to enable effi-
cient searches.

The idea of exploiting clustering algorithms to
group together similar shapes and to derive pro-
totypes useful as a indexing mechanism has been
investigated in different works [6], [18], [7], [14], [5].

In these works unsupervised clustering has been
applied. However, this could generate not homo-
geneous clusters including shapes that are visually
similar but belonging to different categories. This
situation is not very surprising. Actually, as stated
in [13] it is rather unrealistic to expect that unsuper-
vised learning could produce a zero classification er-
ror of shapes. To improve the results of shape clus-
tering it is often necessary to embed some domain
knowledge about shape categories, thus considering
a partially supervised clustering.

In this work we propose the use of partially su-
pervised clustering to form clusters of shapes. A
mechanism of partial supervision is applied to a
fuzzy clustering algorithm in order to take advan-
tage from domain knowledge expressed in terms of
a number of labeled shapes. The clustering pro-
cess is applied to shape boundaries represented by
Fourier descriptors and for each cluster a prototype
is identified. The derived prototypes are used as pri-
mary indexing mechanism to perform the retrieval
process. Namely, a shape query is matched with
all the prototypes and shapes belonging to clusters
corresponding to the top-n similar prototypes are
provided as a result.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2 we describe the proposed ap-
proach. Section 3 gives the experimental results
on two benchmark shape datasets to show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach. Conclusions
and discussions are given in Section 4.
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2. The proposed approach

We assume that object shapes have already been
extracted from the images and the shapes are avail-
able in form of contours. Of course, in many ap-
plications extraction of contours itself is a difficult
problem but our focus here is on retrieving shapes
once the contours are extracted. Therefore we con-
sider object shapes that are described by bound-
ary coordinates. To represent shape boundaries, we
use Fourier descriptors that are well-recognized to
provide robustness and invariance, obtaining good
effectiveness in shape-based indexing and retrieval
[3]. Based on this representation, each shape is
described by means of M Fourier descriptors x =
(x1, x2, ..., xM ) 1.

To formalize the shape retrieval problem we can
consider the classical setting of retrieval that applies
to many retrieval scenarios like keyword, document,
image, and shape retrieval. Given is a set of objects
X = {x1,x2, ...,xN} and a similarity function sim :
X × X → [0, 1] that assigns a similarity value to
each pair of objects. We assume that x1 is a query
object (e.g., a query shape), and {x2, ...,xN} is a set
of known database objects (or a training set). Then,
by sorting the values sim(x1,xi) in decreasing order
for i = 2, ..., N , we obtain a ranking of database
objects according to their similarity to the query,
i.e., the most similar object has the highest value
and is listed first. A distance measure could be also
used. In this case the ranking should be obtained
by sorting the objects in increasing order, i.e., the
object with the smallest value is listed first. Usually,
the first n << N objects are returned as the most
similar to the query x1.
Similar shapes are grouped together by employ-

ing a fuzzy clustering algorithm equipped with a
partial supervised mechanism originally proposed in
[12]. This algorithm is a modified version of the
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm that takes into
account domain knowledge expressed by a set of la-
beled shapes that provides a useful guidance during
the clustering process thus improving the derivation
of groups of similar shapes.

LetX = {xj}N
j=1 be a set ofN shapes represented

by Fourier descriptors and K a given number of
clusters, we denote by X1 ⊂ X a subset of labeled
shapes and by b = [bj ]Nj=1 a boolean vector defined
as follows:

bj =
{

1 if shape xj is labeled
0 otherwise (1)

Membership values of the labeled shapes to the
clusters are arranged into a matrix F = [fjk]k=1...K

j=1...N .
The partially supervised FCM algorithm works

in the same manner of FCM, i.e. it iteratively de-
1As concerns the choice of the number M , an appropri-

ate number has to trade off the accuracy in representing the
original boundary with the compactness and simplicity of the
representation. In this work, M has been empirically fixed
to 32.

rives K clusters by minimizing an objective func-
tion. To embed partial supervision in the clustering
process, the objective function of FCM is modified
by adding a supervised learning component encap-
sulated in the form of b and F as follows:

O =
K∑

k=1

N∑
j=1

um
jkd

2
jk + α

K∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

(ujk − bjfjk)md2
jk

(2)
where djk represents the Euclidean distance be-
tween the shape xj and the center of the k-th clus-
ter, m (the fuzzification coefficient) is any real num-
ber greater than 1 and α is a parameter that serves
as a weight to balance the supervised and unsuper-
vised components of the clustering process. The
higher the value of α, the higher is the impact com-
ing from the supervised component. It has been
observed that a value of α proportional to the rate
between the number of labeled shapes and the total
number of shapes ensures that the impact of the la-
beled shapes is not ignored in the clustering process.
The second term of the objective function captures
the difference among the true membership of shapes
(encapsulated in F) and the membership computed
by the algorithm. The aim to be reached is that, for
the labeled shapes, these values have to coincide.

The objective function O is minimized by updat-
ing the partition matrix U = [ujk]k=1...K

j=1...N in the
following way:

ujk = 1
1 + α

[
1 + α(1− bj

∑K
l=1 flk)∑K

l=1 d
2
jk/d

2
lk

]
+ αbjfjk

(3)
Also the centers of clusters are updated according
to the following formula:

ck =
∑N

j=1 u
m
jkxj∑N

j=1 u
m
jk

(4)

The clustering process ends when the difference
between the values of the objective function in
two consecutive iterations drops below a prefixed
threshold or when the established maximum itera-
tion number is reached. Once the clustering process
is completed, we consider the center ck as the pro-
totype of the k-th cluster.

The choice of the subset of shapes to be labeled
can be accomplished in different ways. For exam-
ple, domain knowledge may be explicitly supplied
by an expert that knows the categories of a certain
number of shapes. Usually, the expert provides la-
bels for the “most unclear” shapes, i.e. shapes that
turn out to be visually similar to other shapes be-
longing to different categories. This approach, that
was implemented in [4], gives good results but as-
sumes the availability of some expert knowledge. In
this work, we propose a novel way to acquire do-
main knowledge that consists in automatically se-
lecting the shapes to be labeled among those shapes
that are misclassified by FCM. In particular, among
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these, we choose to label a number of shapes that
are randomly selected from each category accord-
ing to the abundance of shapes misclassified in the
corresponding category.
The derived prototypes are used as a first-level

indexing mechanism for retrieval. Whenever a user
submits a shape as a query, in the form of an object
outline created by drawing an object on a sketch or
on an image, we translate the outline into a set of
Fourier descriptors xq. The query description xq is
matched against descriptors of all prototypes ck to
compute similarity values as follows:

sim(xq, ck) = 1− ‖xq − ck‖ (5)

where ‖·‖ is the Euclidean distance.
Then, prototypes are sorted in descending order

on the basis of the similarity values and we return
shapes indexed by the prototypes with high similar-
ities.

3. Simulation results

To assess the suitability of the proposed ap-
proach, we performed a suite of experiments on
two datasets, namely the Surrey Fish [1] and the
MPEG-7 Core Experiment CE-Shape-1 [3] which
are among the most widely used benchmarks to
evaluate shape matching algorithms for retrieval
tasks.

In our experiments we carried out several trials of
the partially supervised FCM (hereafter indicated
by psFCM) and the unsupervised FCM on the both
considered datasets in order to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our approach in identifying shape cate-
gories and deriving significant prototypes. The re-
trieval performance is estimated using Precision and
Recall.

In the following subsections, we provide results
obtained by testing our shape retrieval approach on
each considered dataset.

3.1. The Surrey Fish dataset

This dataset consists of 1,100 shape files where each
file contains the coordinates of boundary points
of the shape of a marine animal. In our experi-
ments we considered a portion of the dataset com-
posed of 265 shapes that have been manually clas-
sified into 10 different semantic categories, as fol-
lows: “Seamoths” (11), “Sharks” (58), “Soles” (52),
“Tonguefishes” (19), “Crustaceans” (11), “Eels”
(26), “U-Eels” (20), “Pipefishes” (16), “Seahorses”
(11) and “Rays” (41). This manual classification
was used as ground truth to assess the performance
of the proposed shape retrieval approach. In Fig.
1 we show some sample shapes of the Surrey Fish
dataset portion along with their respective semantic
categories.

Each shape was represented by Fourier descrip-
tors and the set of the obtained 265 shape descrip-

Shark U-Eel Tonguefish Crustacean Eel

Sole Ray Seamoth Seahorse Pipefish

Figure 1: Sample images from the Surrey Fish dataset

Figure 2: Dominant category cardinalities obtained
by varying the percentage of labeled shapes

tors was divided into two parts: a training set, cor-
responding to the 90% of the whole set, that was
employed for the creation of clusters and derivation
of shape prototypes and a testing set, corresponding
to the remaining 10%, that was employed for shape
retrieval. To obtain more reliable results, a 10-fold
cross-validation procedure was performed.

The psFCM was applied by varying the percent-
age of labeled shapes from 10% to 30%. We exper-
imentally observed that better shape partitions are
obtained by fixing in all runs the fuzzification coef-
ficientm = 2 and the cluster number K = 10 (equal
to the number of shape categories). The parameter
α was modified so as to make it proportional to the
percentage of labeled shapes. For each of the 10
runs, we evaluated the cardinality of the dominant
category (DCC) in each derived cluster in order to
verify the goodness of the obtained partitions. The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 2. As expected,
the higher the percentage of labeled shapes, the bet-
ter the quality of the derived partitions in terms of
compactness of clusters.

To assess the effectiveness of psFCM in creating
good clusters of shapes, we performed a compari-
son with the unsupervised FCM that was run by
varying the number of clusters K from 9 to 15 (be-
ing 10 the number of categories) and the value of
the fuzzification coefficient m from 1.5 to 3. Fig-
ure 3 depicts the average results on the 10 runs of
FCM varying the number of clusters and the values
of the fuzzification coefficient. It can be observed

Figure 3: DCC values obtained by FCM with no
supervision on the Surrey Fish dataset
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Figure 4: Precision and Recall obtained on the Sur-
rey Fish dataset

that DCC values are crucially affected by such clus-
tering parameters. Indeed, DCC values improve as
the number of clusters increases. Moreover, regard-
less the number of clusters, highest DCC values are
obtained in correspondence of the value 1.5 for the
fuzzification coefficient.
Given the obtained clusters and corresponding

prototypes, we performed a suite of experiments on
the testing set. Precisely, each shape included in
the testing set was considered as a query. Thus
it was matched with the derived shape prototypes
and the first 50 shapes indexed by the prototypes
with higher similarity were considered as a result
of the query. Then, Precision and Recall measures
were computed on the testing set. Precision and
Recall values were computed from each set of re-
turned shapes as result to the query (from 1 to 50).
Then average values of Precision and Recall were
computed on the total number of queries included
in the testing set. To better assess the retrieval
accuracy of the proposed approach, we compared
psFCM with 30% of labeled shapes with FCM with
m = 1.5 and K = 10. Comparative results are
shown in table 4. Here we present Precision and
Recall values obtained in correspondence of each
set of retrieved shapes (from 1 to 50). A method is
considered to be better than another if it achieves
better precision and better recall for larger sets of
retrieved shapes. On the overall, the obtained re-
sults confirm that the supervision mechanism offers
benefits in determining significant prototypes useful
as indexing mechanism to retrieve shapes. Indeed,
on the average psFCM overcomes FCM in terms of
retrieval accuracy. These values could be consid-
ered as a good compromise between a satisfactory
retrieval accuracy and the simplicity of the retrieval
process. In effect, based on this method, the domain
knowledge to be provided in input to the shape clus-
tering algorithm is acquired in a completely auto-
matic manner without asking the intervention of the
expert. In this way, the process of shape retrieval
will be faster and less prone to the subjectivity of
the human expert.

Figure 5: The first 9 shapes retrieved for two queries
by applying psFCM and FCM

Figure 6: Sample shapes of the MPEG-7 dataset

To give an idea of the retrieval behavior of our ap-
proach, in Fig. 5 we show two sample results. For
each query (the top-left shape), the first nine results
are shown. As it can be observed, our approach per-
mits to retrieve a higher number of relevant shapes
in correspondence of the two considered queries.

3.2. The MPEG-7 dataset

The MPEG-7 Core Experiment CE-Shape-1 dataset
contains 1400 binary images grouped into 70 dif-
ferent categories where each category contains 20
samples. Fig. 6 shows a sample image for each cat-
egory of the dataset. We tested our approach on
this dataset by following the same suite of experi-
ments performed on the Surrey Fish dataset. The
whole collection of 1400 shape descriptors was di-
vided into a training set and a test set, and a 10-
fold cross-validation procedure was performed. The
psFCM algorithm was applied by setting the fuzzi-
fication coefficient m = 2 and the number of clus-
ters K = 70 (corresponding to the 70 shape cat-
egories included in the dataset). Also in this case,
we performed several trials of psFCM by varying the
percentage of labeled shapes automatically selected
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Figure 7: Dominant category cardinalities obtained
by varying the percentage of labeled shapes

Figure 8: DCC values obtained by FCM with no
supervision on the MPEG-7 dataset

from 10% to 30%. The parameter α was accord-
ingly modified so as to make it proportional to the
established percentage of labeled shapes. In Fig. 7
we show the average DCC values obtained in the
10 performed trials. As expected, the goodness of
the derived partitions expressed in terms of com-
pactness of clusters improves as the percentage of
labeled shapes increases. As before, the psFCM was
compared with the unsupervised FCM that was run
by varying the number of clusters K from 69 to 75
(being 70 the number of categories) and the value
of the fuzzification coefficient m from 1.5 to 3. Fig-
ure 8 shows the average results on the 10 performed
trials obtained by FCM varying the number of clus-
ters and the values of the fuzzification coefficient.
Also in this case, we obtained highest DCC values
in correspondence of m = 1.5.

The performance of our retrieval approach on this
dataset was evaluated by computing Precision and
Recall on the testing set by following the same pro-
cedure used for the Surrey Fish dataset. Then, we
compared accuracy results obtained by psFCM with
30% of labeled shapes and FCM with m = 1.5 and
K = 70. Fig. 9 shows the obtained comparative
results. Also in this case, we may observe that the
retrieval accuracy obtained by deriving shape cat-
egories and prototypes with psFCM is better than
the accuracy obtained by applying FCM. This con-
firms the benefits of the partially supervised mech-
anism in deriving good shape partitions. As an ex-
ample, in Fig. 10 we show the first nine returned
shapes for two sample queries. We may observe
that, as before, our approach allows to improve the
retrieval results by returning a higher number of
relevant shapes in correspondence of the two con-

Figure 9: Precision and Recall obtained on the
MPEG-7 dataset

Figure 10: The first 9 shapes retrieved for two
queries by applying psFCM and FCM

sidered queries.

Since MPEG-7 is among the most employed
datasets in retrieval tasks, we also evaluated the re-
trieval performance of our approach on this dataset
by using the Bulls Eye test that is the standard test
used in the literature for MPEG-7. This is a leave-
one-out test where 40 most similar shapes are de-
termined for every query shape (being 40 the twice
the number of relevant shapes, i.e. shapes belong-
ing to the same category of the shape query). The
final score, called Bulls Eye Percentage (BEP), is
given by the ratio between the sum of the number
of relevant shapes retrieved for each query and the
highest number of relevant shapes that could be re-
trieved (in this case 20*1400). In our experiments,
we obtained a BEP score equal to 77.40%. The per-
formance of our approach was compared with other
state-of-the art shape matching algorithms applied
on the same dataset. Table 1 summarizes the com-
parative results. Although not achieving the best
result when compared to all those reported in the
literature, our approach takes less time than other
approaches. Indeed, the use of prototypes, that are
an intermediate level of indexing, avoids compari-
son with all shapes in the dataset, thus allowing a
faster retrieval process. In comparison most exist-
ing systems will probably take longer time to do the
same task.
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Algorithm BEP
CSS [11] 75.44

SC + Dsc [10] 64.59
IDSC + Dsc [10] 68.83
IDSC + DP [10] 85.40
Visual Parts [8] 76.45
Our approach 77.40

Table 1: Performance comparison on MPEG-7
dataset

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a shape-based retrieval approach has
been presented. The approach exploits a fuzzy clus-
tering algorithm equipped with a partial supervision
mechanism that is able to provide an helpful guide
during the process of shape clustering in order to de-
rive a set of prototypes representative of a number
of shape categories. The derived prototypes are em-
ployed as an indexing mechanism to retrieve shapes
that satisfy a query submitted by a user. The re-
trieval performance of our approach has been eval-
uated by computing standard measures on two dif-
ferent benchmarks, the Surrey Fish and the MPEG-
7 datasets. The obtained accuracy results are en-
couraging. Beyond the stated goals, the proposed
approach can contribute in developing robust algo-
rithms for computer vision by incorporating shape-
based recognition of objects. As a major conclu-
sion we stand that our approach has demonstrated
usefulness and effectiveness for both retrieval and
recognition purpose, particularly if taken into ac-
count its simplicity. Of course, many issues could
be addressed in order to improve the effectiveness
of our approach. For example, the employment of
more complex datasets and different descriptors for
shape representation could be useful to definitely
assess the suitability of our retrieval approach.
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